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Abstract

Signal-induced noise is observed in Hamamatsu R11265 Multianode Photomultiplier
Tubes, manifesting up to several microseconds after the single photo-electron response
signal and localised in specific anodes. The mean number of noise pulses varies
between devices, and shows significant dependence on the applied high-voltage. The
characterisation of this noise and the mitigation strategies to perform optimal single-
photon counting at 40 MHz, as required by the LHCb Ring-Imaging Cherenkov
detectors, are reported.
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1 Introduction1

The LHCb experiment [1] at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is designed to search for2

New Physics beyond the Standard Model in the study of CP violating processes and3

rare b- and c-hadron decays. The excellent performance of the LHCb detector during4

LHC Run 1 and 2 allowed to extend the core physics programme to include additional5

flavour-physics measurements, such as lepton flavour universality tests and conventional6

and exotic hadron spectroscopy [2].7

Two Ring-Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors [3] provide long-lived charged hadron8

discrimination in the momentum range 2-100 GeV/c. This particle identification (PID)9

capability allows to reduce the combinatorial background and to discriminate between10

decay modes of otherwise identical topology: the RICH detectors are therefore crucial to11

fulfil the flavour-physics programme of LHCb [3].12

The LHCb experiment is undergoing a major upgrade [4] to enable operation at an13

instantaneous luminosity of 2 × 1033 cm−2 s−1 during the LHC Run 3 which will start14

in 2022. To fully exploit the flavour-physics potential with this five-fold increase in the15

instantaneous luminosity, the whole LHCb detector will be read out at the full 40 MHz16

LHC bunch crossing rate and a flexible full software trigger [5] will be implemented. The17

Hybrid Photon Detectors (HPDs) used in the RICH system during LHC Run 1 and 2,18

with embedded readout electronics working at 1 MHz trigger rate [1], will be replaced19

with Multianode Photomultiplier Tubes (MaPMTs) and new external Front-End (FE)20

electronics [6], able to provide single photon counting capability at the 40 MHz bunch21

crossing rate. The high-rate and high-occupancy environment imposes strict requirements22

on the properties of the photon detectors, including the demand for a low count rate23

caused by dark noise and other sources of internal instrumental noise. The opto-electronics24

chain that will be used in the upgraded LHCb RICH detectors is described in Sec. 2.25

During the last year of data-taking before the Long Shutdown 2, an upgrade photon26

detector module prototype was installed behind the RICH2 HPD plane, in order to27

evaluate the behaviour in the LHC environment (see Fig. 1). The module was integrated28

and operated together within the LHCb detector framework, including services, data29

acquisition (DAQ) and control systems. During these tests, out-of-time hits, i.e. delayed30

with respect to the expected arrival time of Cherenkov photons relative to a pp collision,31

were detected, indicating the presence of an unexpected source of noise. The observation of32

this noise has been made possible by acquiring data in a LHC collision scheme with isolated33

bunches, and with a 3µs-wide acquisition time window, with the aim to synchronise the34

module with the LHC clock.35

These noise pulses have been further investigated in the laboratory by means of different36

experimental setups and light sources, as described in Sec. 3. The characterisation of37

these signal-correlated events is described in Sec. 4, and a model to estimate the amount38

of pile-up effects at high rates is developed and validated in Sec. 5. Mitigation strategies39

have been extensively studied, and the most effective solutions are reported in Sec. 6.40

Finally the impact of this noise on the PID performance of the RICH detectors is assessed41

using the LHCb simulation framework as described in Sec. 7.42
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a): picture of a photon detector module prototype installed in the LHCb cavern
during the 2018 operations. (b): schematic view of the setup. The photon detector module is
installed behind the HPD plane. Given the HPD staggered configuration, Cherenkov photons
reach MaPMTs with the relative intensity reported in the figure.

2 The LHCb RICH opto-electronics chain for LHC43

Run 344

The detection of Cherenkov light requires single-photon counting capability in the UV45

and visible wavelength ranges and at the LHC bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz. In addition,46

given the large event multiplicities, position-sensitive photon detectors are necessary to47

achieve the required Cherenkov angle resolution, distinguish Cherenkov rings close in48

space and to assign each reconstructed ring pattern to the corresponding charged particle49

track.50

A custom version of Hamamatsu R11265 MaPMTs (namely R13742) were selected51

as photon detectors for RICH1 and the central region of RICH2, where the expected52

occupancy is up to the 30%.1 These tubes are 26.2×26.2 mm2 devices composed by 8× 853

pixels, each of size 2.9×2.9 mm2, and are displayed in Fig. 2. About 3000 tubes have been54

qualified to fulfil several requirements such as an average gain (across all pixels) larger55

than 106, a maximum gain variation of 1:4 among pixels, and a dark count rate lower56

than 2.5 kHz/ cm2.57

The current pulses from the MaPMT anodes are read out by a fast, radiation hard, low58

power consumption, 8-channel ASIC named CLARO [8]. Each CLARO channel contains59

1A custom version of Hamamatsu R12699 (namely R13743) with a coarser granularity are used in the outer
region of RICH2 where the occupancy is about one order of magnitude lower. The noise characterised in
this paper is largely absent in such MaPMTs.
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Figure 2: (a) The MaPMTs selected for the Run 3 RICH detectors with the 2-inches R13743 on
the left and the 1-inch R11265 on the right. (b) Scheme of the electrode structure for the metal
channel dynodes and the electron trajectories [7].

an amplifier and a discriminator with programmable threshold.60

Four MaPMTs and the associated FE electronics are grouped into a unit called61

Elementary Cell (EC), whose schematic view is reproduced in Fig. 3. The MaPMTs are62

housed by a baseboard, providing the bias to the photon detectors through four custom63

voltage dividers, and routing the signals from the anodes to the CLARO inputs. Four FE64

Boards (FEBs) are plugged into the rear side of the baseboard, each FEB hosting eight65

CLARO ASICs that convert the anode pulses into binary signals. The latter are routed66

by a backboard to a digital board, namely the Photon Detector Module Digital Board67

(PDMDB), that captures and formats the binary outputs from the CLARO channels68

through three Kintex-7 Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Four ECs and two69

PDMDBs form a Photon Detector Module (PDM) as shown in Fig. 1(a).70

3 Experimental setups71

Several experimental setups have been used to study and characterise the observed noise,72

and to ensure that these effects are genuine and do not arise from artefacts of the light73

source or DAQ system used.74

As mentioned in Sec. 1 the noise events were first observed while operating a photon75

detector module prototype in the LHCb environment. The light source was the Cherenkov76

photons produced by charged particle tracks in the CF4 gas, i.e. the RICH2 radiator,77

while the DAQ system was a prototype of the pcie40-based back-end system that will be78

used in the upgraded LHCb experiment [9]. The same readout setup is used to perform79

measurements in the RICH laboratory at CERN. In the latter case, the illumination80

system is based on a pulsed laser light source synchronised with the DAQ clock and81

producing single photons at a rate up to 10 MHz. Analogue measurements by probing the82

anode output of one MaPMT with an oscilloscope are performed as well to exclude that83

the observed noise was related to digitisation features.84

The characterisation of the noise is done on the full MaPMT production by means of a85

dedicated quality assurance setup allowing to acquire data sets with large statistics. Since86

most of the studies described in this paper are based on the output of such measurements,87
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Figure 3: Exploded view of the elementary cell. The magnetic shield protects the MaPMTs
from the effects of the residual magnetic field in the RICH1 region.

the setup is described in detail in the following section.88

3.1 The elementary cell quality assurance setup89

Given the complexity and the large number of ECs (1056 units) needed to equip the90

Run 3 LHCb-RICH focal planes, a Quality Assurance (QA) test setup and protocol have91

been developed in order to characterise the complete EC production. The ECQA was92

performed in two sites (Ferrara, Italy and Edinburgh, United Kingdom). Two test stations93

were deployed in each location.94

The test setup consists of a light-tight box that is internally divided in two sections.95

The back section houses four Digital Boards (DBs), comprising two ALTERA MAX1096

FPGAs each. A DB hosts two 12-bit, 8-channel Analogue-to-Digital Converters (ADC)97

to monitor the CLARO power consumption, together with the current and temperature98

of the FEBs, baseboards and backboards. The front section contains the ECs and is99

separated from the back section by a black, light-tight, panel. The illumination system100

consists of an external blue LED driver. The pulsed LED light is injected in multimode101

optical fibers that are fed through in the box. Light is reflected off a flat mirror placed102

inside the box, providing uniform illumination on the MaPMTs.103

Environmental temperature and humidity that may affect the MaPMT performance are104

monitored using a Raspberry Pi and are stabilised by an air-cooling fan system. A system105

controller, based on the Cyclone V GT FPGA development board, is placed outside the106

box. It is connected to the DBs through a Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter107

(UART) interconnection module and to a PC via a Gbit Ethernet interface. The High108

Voltage (HV) for the MaPMTs is provided by an ISEG ECH 242 high voltage crate109

equipped with an ISEG crate controller model CC24 Master6 and an ISEG 8-channels110
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HV power supply board EHS 8020n.111

Data acquisition is managed by control software based on Python for the low-level112

communication with the hardware. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) is implemented in113

National Instruments LabVIEW. The software controls the HV crate, configures the DBs114

together with the CLARO ASICs and triggers the LED driver to generate light pulses115

synchronous to the DAQ clock. The measurements required to validate ECs are carried116

out automatically by the software and are monitored without operator’s intervention. The117

procedure performs the validation of up to 4 ECs simultaneously for each test station,118

which corresponds to 16 Hamamatsu R11265 MaPMTs. Raw data are stored to disk and119

the parameters characterising the behaviour of each single EC are extracted and saved to120

a database.121

4 Characterisation and results122

The setup described in Sec. 3.1 is used to record the time spectrum of the noise pulses,123

hereafter referred to as Signal Induced Noise (SIN) pulses. The SIN acronym has been124

first introduced in the literature to identify an analogous phenomenon observed in photo-125

multipliers used in LIDAR experiments [10]. The recorded time spectra are binned in126

25 ns time-slots, and the total DAQ time-window used for data analysis is 6.325µs. The127

repetition rate of the laser source, unless stated otherwise, is 100 kHz with 106 laser pulses128

per run. The illumination is uniform across the whole photocathode surface. All but129

those measurements used to study the SIN dependence on the HV, are performed biasing130

the MaPMTs at 1000 V.131

4.1 SIN pulses time distribution and probability132

A typical spectrum for a pixel affected by SIN is shown in Fig. 4. The distribution is133

dominated by the primary laser signal, seen in the leftmost part of the plot as a peak of134

events populating the 100–125 ns time slots (signal slots). The events after the signal slots135

are due to SIN pulses.136

The probability of generating nsin noise pulses is treated as Poisson distributed, i.e. the137

processes creating multiple SIN pulses from a single photon converted at the photo-cathode138

are considered, in first approximation, as independent [11]. In vacuum photo-multipliers,139

these processes are typically due to the ionisation of the residual gas inside the tube140

caused by the interaction with electrons, generating ion feed-back to the photo-cathode.141

But other sources of signal-correlated noise such as light emission are also reported in the142

literature [12]. The mean number of processes generating SIN pulses is defined as µsin.143

The time profile shown in Fig. 4 indicates that the number of detected SIN pulses is a144

function of the time elapsed from the detected primary signal hit.145

The probability Pm to detect at least one SIN count induced by the primary signal m146

time slots after the laser pulse is given by the number of counts Nm in bin m divided by147

the number of counts S in the signal slot. Indicating with P̄k the probability to detect148

zero counts in time slot k, the following identity can be written149
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Figure 4: Time distribution of detected events in (a) linear and (b) logarithmic vertical-axis scale
for a pixel (number 61) affected by SIN. The MaPMT under study has serial number FB4500.
The corresponding mean number of SIN pulses, treated as a Poisson distributed variable, is
R61 = 1.034± 0.010.

Pm =
Nm

S
=

(
m−1∏
k=1

P̄k

)
(1− P̄m) +

(
1−

m−1∏
k=1

P̄k

)
(1− P̄m) = 1− P̄m. (1)

In a first approximation, i.e. neglecting the contribution arising from dark counts, the150

first term in the sum gives the probability to detect a primary SIN pulse in slot m, while151

the second term describes the probability to detect in the same slot higher-order SIN152

pulses originating from cascade effects.153

Contributions to Pk arise from both dark counts and SIN pulses. Dark counts, obeying154

Poisson statistics and occurring with a mean number of counts µd in a 25 ns bin, contribute155

to Pm independently of the presence of signal. P̄d = e−µd and P̄sin,m = e−µsin(m) are the156

probabilities to have zero dark counts and SIN pulses, respectively. The probability to157

detect zero counts in time slot m is therefore given by158

P̄m = P̄d · P̄sin,m. (2)

The time profile of the SIN pulse probability is introduced through a dependence of159

the mean number of processes on the slot under consideration. Considering explicitly160

and separately dark counts and SIN pulse contributions, and using Eqs. 1 and 2, the161

probability to detect at least one SIN pulse in slot m after the signal can be written as162

Psin,m =

(
Nm

S
− 1

)
eµd + 1. (3)

Knowing the dark count rate from the MaPMT QA characterisation, it is possible to163

determine the SIN pulse probability in each slot m.164

The probability Psin to detect at least one SIN pulse in the full time range where SIN165

pulses occur is given by166
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Figure 5: SIN pulse probability up to m = 100 time slots after the signal, corresponding to 2.5µs.
The same pixel (number 61) is shown for two different MaPMTs, to highlight the qualitative
similarity between different devices. The distribution in Fig. 5(a) is extracted from the spectrum
shown in Fig. 4. Slot number 1 in the SIN probability distributions corresponds to slot number
6 in the whole distribution of Fig. 4, i.e. the signal slot is not shown here.

Psin = 1−
M∏
m=1

(1− Psin,m) (4)

where the upper limit of the time range is defined as 25 ns×M . The typical value of167

maximum dark count rate per pixel is νd = 1 kHz, resulting in a maximum mean number168

of dark counts per 25 ns bin of µd ∼ 10−5. The dark counts contribution can therefore be169

safely neglected, since it is at least one order of magnitude lower than the intensity of170

SIN pulses. With this approximation, and given that Nm � S, Eq. 4 can be written as171

Psin = 1−
M∏
m=1

(1− Psin,m) ≈ 1−
M∏
m=1

(
1− Nm

S

)
≈ 1−

M∏
m=1

e−
Nm
S = 1− e−

B
S , (5)

where B =
∑M

m=1 Nm is the total number of hits after the signal. The mean number of172

SIN pulses µsin is therefore given to a good approximation by the ratio B/S, and can be173

inferred from the time distribution like the one shown in Fig. 4. For this reason the figure174

of merit used to assess the effect of SIN on a pixel-by-pixel basis is the ratio µpSIN = Bp/Sp,175

representing the mean number of SIN pulses for the pixel p under study.176

The mean number of SIN pulses is different for each pixel within the MaPMT under177

study, and for the same pixel between different MaPMTs, as shown in Fig. 5, where the178

distributions only show background events as by definition of slot m. However, a common179

pattern of pixels affected by SIN is found, and is described in Sec. 4.2. The same figure of180

merit is used to search for correlations with parameters such as gain and dark count rate,181

and to study the dependence on the supplied high voltage, the latter being described in182

Sec. 4.3.183
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Figure 6: (a): time-spectra in logarithmic vertical scale for four pixels of tube FB4439. (b): map
of the mean number of SIN pulses for all the pixels of tube FB4439 (pixel-0 is top-left, pixel-7 is
top right and pixel-63 is bottom-right).

4.2 Localisation of SIN and correlation with MaPMT parame-184

ters185

Time spectra such as those shown in Fig. 4 were acquired for all pixels of several MaPMTs.186

The time spectra for four pixels and the map of the µpSIN values for the MaPMT with187

serial number FB4439, representative of the average quality of R11265 MaPMTs, are188

reported in Fig. 6.189

The time spectrum for pixel 28 shows that this pixel is essentially unaffected by SIN,190

since the events after the signal, beside a negligible component of fast after-pulses, are191

consistent with dark counts. The time spectra for the other three pixels clearly show192

the effect of SIN, with different intensities that depend on the pixel position within the193

MaPMT.194

Table 1: Mean number of SIN pulses estimated for four MaPMTs. For comparison, the first
line in the table corresponds to FB4439, showing the numerical ratios computed from the time
distributions and map displayed in Fig. 6.

MaPMT µ0
sin µ5

sin µ28
sin µ61

sin

FB4439 0.2457 ± 0.0035 1.695 ± 0.013 0.0109 ± 0.0007 2.139 ± 0.018
FB2294 0.0745 ± 0.0012 0.3715 ± 0.0029 0.0076 ± 0.0004 0.491 ± 0.003
FB2312 0.132 ± 0.0017 0.747 ± 0.004 0.0081 ± 0.0004 2.231 ± 0.011
FB4500 0.266 ± 0.004 1.398 ± 0.012 0.0103 ± 0.0007 1.034 ± 0.010
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Figure 7: Correlation between the pixel gain at (a) 1000 V, (b) 950 V, (c) 900 V and (d) 850 V
and the mean number of SIN events at the corresponding HV.

The localisation of SIN can be visualised by computing the µpSIN map, reproduced in195

Fig. 6(b). The SIN effect is essentially concentrated in the top and bottom rows of the196

MaPMT. After computing the same map for different MaPMTs, it is observed that the197

localisation described above is a general feature of SIN, but the absolute values of µpSIN198

differ between different units, as reported in Table 1.199

The correlation between the mean number of SIN pulses and the average gain, blue200

sensitivity index, average dark current and pixel dark counts for pixel 61 of 1400 MaPMTs201

of series FB was studied. No clear correlation is observed with respect to these variables.202

A weak correlation against the pixel gain, increasing at lower high-voltages, is instead203

visible in Fig. 7. The correlation coefficient between the mean number of SIN pulses is204

determined for each pixel of these 1400 MaPMTs, in order to produce the corresponding205

correlation maps. The increasing correlation coefficient between the mean number of SIN206

pulses with lower high-voltages matches the MaPMT regions affected by SIN.207

Two MaPMTs with a large SIN rate have been subjected to an high illumination208

rate for a period approximately equivalent to the total integrated charge expected at the209

end of Run 3. The results of such measurements show that there is no degradation in210

the MaPMT properties such as the quantum efficiency, while the gain decrease shows no211

connection between ageing effects and SIN.212

Other tests have been performed by using different voltage dividers, allowing to change213
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Figure 8: (a): comparison between the SIN time distributions at different HV values for anode
61 of one MaPMT. (b): Comparison between the SIN time distributions at different HV values
for anode 61 averaged over twenty MaPMTs. The characteristics time structure can be seen.

the potential difference either between the photo-cathode and the first dynode or between214

the last dynode and the anode. No significant changes in the mean number of SIN events215

and in the time distributions were observed.216

4.3 High-voltage dependence and peaking structures217

The SIN probability in function of the time elapsed from the signal slot and for different218

applied high voltages is shown in Fig. 8(a) for pixel 61 of one MaPMT. As explained in219

Sec. 4.1, each bin content corresponds to Nm/S, i.e. histogram entries are normalised220

to the signal counts. To highlight the common time characteristics, the per-bin SIN221

probability distribution averaged over a sample of randomly selected 20 MaPMTs is222

reported in Fig. 8(b), for the same pixel 61.223

The mean number of SIN pulses has an exponential dependence on the high voltage,224

as shown in Fig. 9(a). The comparison between the gain and SIN curves versus the high225

voltage is reported in Fig. 9(b), where the measurements at 1000 V are used as reference.226

The distributions present similar peaking structures: the first, second and third peaks227

appear at 175± 25 ns, 300± 25 ns and 400± 25 ns after the signal, respectively, where the228

25 ns uncertainty reflects the DAQ time binning. Even if there is no observable shift in229

time as the high voltage changes, such peaking structures are usually due to ion feedback:230

in order to identify possible ions contributing to SIN pulses, the transit times can be231

determined using the classical relation232

t = L

√
2m

qV
, (6)

where q is the ion charge, m is the ion mass, V and L are the potential difference233

and the distance, respectively, between the start and end point of the ion trajectory,234

and a uniform electric field is assumed. The voltage divider in the baseboard provides235

a potential difference between the photo-cathode and the first dynode of V1 = 153.3 V236

and 130.3 V when biasing the MaPMT at 1000 V and 850 V, respectively. The distances237

between the photo-cathode and the anode, and between the photo-cathode and the first238
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Figure 9: (a): mean number of SIN pulses as a function of the applied HV for the same anode 61
of Fig. 8(a). (b): relative value of gain (black) and of the mean number of SIN pulses (red) as a
function of the applied HV for the same anode and normalised to the measurement at 1000 V.

Table 2: Transit times for various ion candidates reported in the first column. The corresponding
atomic masses A are reported in the second column and expressed in units of atomic mass (1 u
= 1.66× 10−27 kg). The other columns represent the transit times (∆t) for, from left to right,
photo-cathode (PK) to first dynode (Dy) at 1000 V, photo-cathode to first dynode at 850 V,
photo-cathode to anode (An) at 1000 V, photo-cathode to anode at 850 V, respectively.

Ion A [u] ∆tPK-Dy ∆tPK-Dy ∆tPK-An ∆tPK-An

V=153.3 V V=130.3 V V=1000 V V=850 V

H+
2 2.0 33.0 35.8 84.0 91.1

He+ 4.0 46.5 50.5 118.4 128.4
CH+

4 16.0 93.1 101.0 237.0 257.1
K+ 39.1 145.4 157.7 370.1 401.4
Sb+ 121.8 256.6 278.3 653.0 708.3
Cs+ 132.9 268.1 290.7 682.3 740.0

dynode, are estimated to be 13 mm and 2 mm, respectively. The assumption of a uniform239

electric field between the photo-cathode and the first dynode is a very good approximation,240

besides the corner pixels where small edge effects due to the focusing optics are expected.241

More significant edge effects affect the configuration of the electric field between the242

photo-cathode and the anode, in particular on the peripheral pixels, since the walls of243

the MaPMT are at the same potential as that of the photo-cathode. For this reason,244

Eq. 6 only gives an approximate value of the transit times between the photo-cathode245

and the anode. The transit times calculated from the relation above for various ion246

candidates [11,13,14], for 1000 V and 850 V biases, and between photo-cathode to first247

dynode and photo-cathode to anode are reported in Tab. 2.248

In order to gather information on the nature of SIN, the same per-bin SIN probability,249

averaged over 300 MaPMTs, is studied for other pixels, as shown in Fig. 10. Different250
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Figure 10: (a): SIN pulses per-bin probability for the least affected pixels. (b): SIN pulses
per-bin probability for the most affected pixels. Note that the maximum probability is ∼ 10
times more with respect to (a).

components are present depending on the pixel under consideration. Fig. 10(a) refers to251

a central row of pixels, for which the SIN probability is at least a factor ten lower, on252

average, with respect to the most affected top and bottom rows. A narrow peak centred253

at ∆t = 100 ns after the signal is visible in all the pixels, while two other peaks, centred254

at ∆t = 275 ns and a wider one at ∆t = 850 ns are only visible for the peripheral pixels255

32 and 39, but also present with at least a 20 times lower probability for the neighbouring256

pixels, with decreasing rate while moving towards the centre of the tube.257

Such peaking structures, and the localisation of SIN events described in Sec. 4.2, can258

be interpreted considering the internal structure of the photon detectors. Mechanical259

apertures are present at the tube periphery in the top and bottom regions most affected by260

SIN effects and, to a lesser extent, in the left- and right-most columns. Photons and ions261

produced at the anode can therefore propagate freely through these apertures towards the262

photo-cathode. In the central region of the tube, the dynode chains are screening these263

effects. The narrow peak centred at ∆t = 100 ns can be associated to CH+
4 feed-back264

between the photo-cathode and the first dynode. The other structures at ∆t = 275 ns265

and ∆t = 850 ns are compatible with CH+
4 and Cs+ feed-back, respectively, between the266

photo-cathode and the anode. A component corresponding to Cs+ feed-back between267

the photo-cathode and the first dynode could be present but shadowed by the tail of268

the first peak. Fig. 10(b) displays the SIN time distribution for four pixels belonging to269

the most affected rows. The dominant feature of such distributions is the exponential270

tail, indicating the presence of a mechanism consistent with internal light emission and271

fluorescence decay. The positions of the peaking structures are shifted towards later times272

due to the convolution with such effects and to the actual electric field configuration,273

and are compatible with both ion feed-back and cascade processes. The time gap of274

approximately 200 ns between the signal and the first peak suggests that the internal light275

emission is mainly amplified by the larger number of photo-electrons produced by the276

interaction between ions and the photo-cathode. A shoulder around 800 ns is also visible277

and can be associated to the same effects observed in the central row of pixels due to Cs+
278

feedback between the photo-cathode and the anode. Details on electron-impact ionisation279

cross-sections for CH4 and Cs can be found in Refs. [15] and [16], respectively.280
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Figure 11: Example of a waveform recorded with the oscilloscope. The MaPMT response to the
laser signal is in correspondence of t=0 ns, while two SIN pulses can be observed at later times.

4.4 Analogue measurements281

Further investigations have been performed with an oscilloscope by probing the output of282

one MaPMT channel, in order to validate the interpretation of the time distribution of283

SIN events. An example of recorded waveform showing the presence of out-of-time events284

is reproduced in Fig. 11.285

The data collected with the oscilloscope, though statistically limited, are used to draw286

qualitative conclusions on the nature of SIN pulses. In particular, the SIN amplitude287

versus the elapsed time is determined as reported in Fig. 12. The main contribution to SIN288

events, corresponding to the region around 400 ns is due to pulses having single-photon289

amplitude. In this region, the dominant mechanism responsible for this source of noise is290

attributed to light emission generated from the anode side of the MaPMTs.291

The events in the band centred at ∆t = 200 ns have larger amplitudes, equivalent to292

up to four photo-electrons. This cluster of events confirms the interpretation of the first293

peak as due to ion feed-back. However, the rate of ion feed-back events is approximately294

one order of magnitude lower with respect to the SIN pulses produced by the dominant295

light emission mechanism.296

The waveforms acquired with the oscilloscope can also be used to determine the297

amount of higher-order events, i.e. noise signals generated by photo-electrons arising from298

SIN pulses rather than from primary signal photons, for the corresponding pixel of this299

particular MaPMT. Such higher-order components are shown in Fig. 13 in which the300

majority of events are seen to be of the first order, i.e. the peaking structures are mainly301

due to independent mechanisms and not to cascade effects. Approximately 16% of the302

total is due to second-order SIN pulses that accumulate around ∆t = 400 ns, while around303

4% are due to the third order. However, the amount of higher order SIN pulses may be304

underestimated since the primary may be present in adjacent pixels and not detected in305

this particular anode.306
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Figure 12: SIN amplitudes expressed in single-photo-electron (PE) units as a function of the
elapsed time from the signal.

5 Pile-up studies307

As described in Sec. 4, the SIN time distribution extends over several microseconds after308

the primary signal. The probability to detect noise events is conditioned to the presence309

of signal in previous time slots. As a consequence, in case of a high illumination rate,310

the detected photon occupancy is increased in the regions affected by SIN effects. As311

determined from simulations, the spatial distribution of Cherenkov photons across the312

photon detector planes of the LHCb RICH detectors is expected to vary significantly, with313

a peak detection rate of ∼ 10 MHz in the central region of RICH1, corresponding to an314

occupancy of approximately 30%.315

The pile-up studies were performed in the laboratory at CERN, employing an upgrade316

photon detector module, a pcie40-based DAQ and slow control and a laser-based illumina-317

tion system. The acquisition is synchronous with the laser pulses, the trigger signal being318

sent to both the DAQ boards and the laser driver. The DAQ time window is one 25 ns319

slot wide and a trigger rate νt is equivalent to introducing a dead time τd = 1/νt− 25 ns in320

the DAQ system. Measurements for νt up to 10 MHz are performed in order to evaluate321

the increase in detected counts due to SIN pulses. The laser intensity is tuned to get322

an occupancy of ∼ 1% when running at νt = 100 kHz, corresponding to a dead time323

τd = 10µs, i.e. larger than the typical duration of SIN pulses.324

The probability P̄m to have no hits detected by a pixel in a 25 ns time slot m is given325

by the probability P̄ = e−(µs+µd) to detect no signal or dark counts in this time slot326

multiplied by the probability to have no SIN pulses in time slot m due to signal or dark327
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Figure 13: SIN time distribution with order components as described in the legend.

counts in previous time slots. Pck = 1− P̄ck indicates the detection probability without328

SIN, with the subscript ck to indicate Cherenkov signal events (or any signal other than329

SIN background sources), that can be determined from simulation and takes the same330

mean value for each 25 ns time slot. The SIN pulse probability can be determined from331

the measurement of the SIN time distribution described in Sec. 4.1. Since this distribution332

includes the contribution from higher-order SIN pulses, the probability to have hits in333

slot m is given by334

Pm = 1− P̄ck

m∏
i=1

(1− Psin,iPck), (7)

where Psin,i denotes the probability to detect a SIN pulse i slots after the corresponding335

detected photon or dark count. The duration of SIN pulses given a signal is limited in336

time and their probability is null M time slots after the signal, where M corresponds to337

the maximum duration of SIN pulses (e.g. M = 160 for a duration of 4µs). Consequently,338

the probability to detect hits in the presence of SIN for m > M converges to339

P = 1− P̄ck

M∏
i=1

(1− Psin,iPck) ≈ 1− P̄cke
−

∑M
i=1 Psin,iPck = 1− P̄cke

−µsinPck , (8)

where the approximation Psin,iPck � 1 is used and µsin is the average number of SIN340

pulses. The probability is now independent from the slot m under study.341
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Figure 14: (a): ratio of detected counts at 10 MHz and 100 kHz for MaPMT FB3036. (b): ratio
of the counting probabilities with and without SIN for pixel 61 of MaPMT FB3036, at different
illumination rates, for the experimental (red) and expected (black) values. The expected number
of SIN pulses is µ61

SIN = 4.329± 0.031.

The introduction of a dead time, resulting from the DAQ strategy in the high-rate342

measurements described in this section, requires the rewriting of Eq. 7 as343

Pm = 1−
N∑
n=0

δ(m− n∆m)

P̄ck

m∏
i=1

1−
m/∆m∑
k=1

δ(i− k∆m)Psin,iPck

 , (9)

where N = 106 is the total number of acquired time slots, i.e. the number of trigger344

pulses, and ∆m is the number of 25 ns time slots between each trigger pulses, given by345

∆m = 40 MHz/νt. When νt = 100 kHz, the probability to detect a hit in the acquired slot346

m is equal to the counting probability without SIN, Pm = 1− e−(µs+µd), since ∆m = 400347

and Psin,k∆m = 0. No dead time, i.e. when the acquisition runs at 40 MHz as expected348

during the data taking corresponding to the collisions mode at the LHC, means ∆m = 1349

and Eq. 9 reduces to Eq. 7.350

To check the above relations, the ratio between the hit maps acquired at different351

illumination rates is determined. The ratio between the occupancy at 10 MHz and 100 kHz352

for one MaPMT is shown in Fig. 14(a). The expected values based on the model described353

above agree with the measurements, as reported in Fig. 14(b) for one pixel. In particular,354

the validity of Eq. 8 allows to assess the impact of SIN on the PID performance, described355

in Sec. 7, with the knowledge of the mean number of SIN pulses and the occupancy356

values across the LHCb RICH photon detectors planes. Other measurements at larger357

occupancies, e.g. at 10%, have been performed and give consistent results.358
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Figure 15: (a): Comparison of SIN distributions between the original FB-series and the new
FD-series MaPMTs. The maximum per-bin probability is more than halved, with a faster
recovery of tail events. (b): per-bin SIN pulse probability for 4 pixels of the FD series.

6 Mitigation strategies359

Different strategies to mitigate the SIN effects are described in the present section. They360

will be adopted to operate the R11265 MaPMTs in the 40 MHz single-photon counting361

mode.362

6.1 Optimisation of the high-voltage operating point363

Given the strong dependence of the mean number of SIN pulses on the applied HV, the364

MaPMTs will be operated at the lowest possible HV, as a compromise between a high365

single-photon detection efficiency and a low SIN background rate. While operations at366

low HV is sufficient to recover the expected performance for a large region of the RICH367

detectors acceptance, additional strategies are required in the central region of RICH1368

where an average illumination rate of 10 MHz is expected.369

6.2 New MaPMTs with reduced SIN effects370

A new series of R11265 MaPMTs, referred to as the FD series, has been produced by371

Hamamatsu to reduce the contributions from SIN pulses. The comparison of the per-bin372

SIN pulse probability of pixel 61 between the FB and FD series, averaged over 200373

MaPMTs, is reported in Fig. 15. A change in the internal mechanical design of the tube374

results in a large reduction of SIN effects. The FD-series MaPMTs will be used in the375

high-occupancy region of RICH1.376

6.3 Nanosecond time gate at the front-end readout377

The prompt emission of Cherenkov radiation and the focusing mirror geometry result in378

an excellent intrinsic time resolution of the RICH detectors. Per-track Cherenkov photons379

from a single proton-proton interaction reach the MaPMT plane with a spread of O(10 ps)380

for RICH1 and O(100 ps) for RICH2. The larger spread for RICH2 is due to the size and381
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Figure 16: RICH1 MaPMT photon detector hit time distribution for LHC beam interactions,
showing the signal peak (S) within a 3.125 ns time gate. As indicated by the shaded regions, the
time gate excludes MaPMT hits during most of the 25 ns period between bunch crossings.

position of the detector. Within the LHC environment the time spread of the signal is382

dominated by the space and time distributions of the proton collisions at the interaction383

point. Fig. 16 shows the photon arrival time at the RICH1 MaPMT plane following a384

bunch crossing at time zero, simulated in the LHCb framework. A time gate of a few385

nanoseconds can be used to collect all Cherenkov photon signals (populating the peak386

labelled S) whilst rejecting background from beam interactions and MaPMT noise. The387

time gate covers a small fraction of the 25 ns between LHC bunch crossings and therefore388

allows up to an order of magnitude suppression of out-of-time background hits in the389

front-end output data.390

During LHC Run 3, the time gate will be implemented in the FPGAs of the PDMDB.391

The programmable logic in the FPGA is adapted to sample the digital signals from the392

CLARO front-end chips at 320 MHz using the de-serialiser embedded in every input-output393

logic block. The FPGA logic can be configured to detect specific input patterns and to394

apply a time gate with a minimal width of 3.125 ns around the signals from the CLAROs.395

The gate can be synchronised with the signal peak by shifting the sampling clock phase396

with respect to the LHC bunch-crossing clock. Given the overall time resolution of the397

electronic readout chain, a 6.25 ns time gate may be required to achieve the best PID398

performance. Since the SIN probability is approximately constant over the relatively short399

25 ns time between bunch crossings, the signal-to-SIN ratio is expected to improve by a400

factor of four or eight using a time gate of 6.25 ns or 3.125 ns, respectively.401

7 Effects on the PID performance402

The LHCb simulation framework is used to evaluate the effects of SIN on the PID403

performance. The SIN modelling is introduced during the digitisation of the detector404

response, which is conducted within the Boole application.405
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7.1 Simulation input406

In the Run 3 simulation, various pixel properties, such as the average pixel gain and407

the mean number of SIN pulses, will be read from a dedicated database populated with408

data from the commissioning phase and the quality assurance measurements. Although409

the detector installation is undergoing at the time of writing this paper, the MaPMTs410

in the simulation are placed at their expected positions, which allows to reproduce411

realistic detector properties and assess the effect of SIN on the PID performance. Due to412

the presence of the high-occupancy areas in the RICH1 detector, a dedicated procedure413

is applied to group the MaPMTs into ECs based on their gain and SIN characteristics414

and then populate them optimally in different occupancy regions.415

7.2 SIN model implementation416

The implementation of the SIN model in the simulation is based on the considerations417

described in Sec. 5, which take into account the pile-up effects due to the expected high418

detection-rates. As mentioned there, modelling SIN requires knowledge of µsin in the given419

pixel as well as pixel occupancy values in the absence of SIN (corresponding to Pck).420

The latter are based on the simulation and have the same average values throughout all421

25 ns time slots.422

Additional contributions due to SIN are added in each pixel with a probability xSIN423

that satisfies the relation P = Pck +xSIN (both contributions to the occupancy are treated424

independently here), where P is the detection probability in a 25 ns time-slot including425

the presence of SIN, as defined in Sec. 5. Following Eq. 8 and the cited condition, the SIN426

deposits are added to each event at the digitisation stage with the probability:427

xSIN = (1− Pck)
(
1− e−µsinPck

)
, (10)

which depends on the pixel properties and its position on the photon detector plane, as428

indicated before.429

Since a full time-simulation of the RICH detector response is performed, SIN con-430

tributions are also added in the two 25 ns time windows preceding the signal one, and431

a random time-of-arrival is assigned to them within each of the slots. It allows to emulate432

a situation in which a SIN pulse arrives before the signal, which can result in the failure433

to record an actual Cherenkov hit. Contributions of all types (meaning the signal ones,434

the SIN ones, etc.) are then processed in the same way to provide the final CLARO time435

response. In the current simulation, this response is sampled into eight 3.125 ns slots and436

the patterns accepted for further processing can be configured (which aims to imitate437

the behaviour of the RICH digital boards). In a nominal case, a pattern configuration438

corresponding to a level detection in a specified 3.125 ns slot after the signal peak is439

applied, but more refined scenarios with a time gate around CLARO signals, as described440

in Sec. 6.3, are explored as well.441

7.3 Simulation results442

The effects of the presence of SIN, as evaluated using the simulation, are presented443

in Fig. 17. Two scenarios of the detector configuration are considered. The nominal444

case corresponds to the pixel properties while operating the MaPMTs at 1000 V with445
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Figure 17: (a): Ratio of the average channel (pixel) occupancy per MaPMT in RICH2 from
the LHCb simulation with and without SIN using the nominal detector configuration described
in the text. (b): Comparison of the PID performance obtained from the LHCb simulation
with the nominal (black) and optimised (red) scenarios as stated in the text. Both curves
illustrate the probability of misidentifying a pion as a kaon, in a function of the efficiency of
kaon identification.

the standard level-detection described in Sec. 7.2. An optimised one implements some of446

the mitigation strategies described in Sec. 6. It refers to using the operating point of 900 V447

with the MaPMTs in RICH1 populated according to the procedure mentioned in Sec. 7.1448

and a preliminary configuration with an edge detection and a 9.375 ns time-gate around449

the signal peak (defined separately for RICH1 and RICH2). Both scenarios account for450

SIN, as well as spillover effects from adjacent bunch crossings.451

A substantial increase in the average pixel occupancy per MaPMT due to the additional452

SIN deposits is observed in the nominal scenario (see Fig. 17(a)). The points at values453

close to unity correspond to the R12699 MaPMTs, where no significant SIN effect is454

found. Introducing the SIN-mitigation strategies in the optimised configuration allows to455

considerably reduce the increase in the occupancy related to SIN to a level of < 10% in456

all MaPMTs, which is crucial in terms of an optimal operation of the RICH detectors. It457

is worth noting that despite the essential contributions from SIN deposits in the nominal458

scenario, the PID algorithms are relatively robust with respect to the sources of random459

noise like SIN. Nevertheless, a sizeable improvement in the PID performance is observed460

after implementing the SIN-mitigation measures, as illustrated in Fig. 17(b). Preliminary461

studies suggest that, after introducing the mitigation strategies described in Sec. 6, SIN462

should have no significant impact on physics performance during the Run 3 operations.463

8 Conclusions464

Signal-induced noise is observed in Hamamatsu R11265 MaPMTs. The noise is localised465

in specific regions of the tube periphery and extends over 3 to 4 µs after the primary466

signal. It originates from combined effects of internal light emission and ion feed-back. A467
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formalism is developed to assess the impact of this noise on the PID capabilities of the468

LHCb RICH detectors during LHC Run 3. Based on these studies, mitigation strategies469

are being adopted and involve the following solutions: use of an appropriate high-voltage470

operating point as a compromise between optimal single-photon detection efficiency and471

minimal number of SIN pulses; installation of new MaPMTs with reduced SIN effects in472

the RICH1 regions of highest occupancy; implementation of a nanosecond time gate in the473

digital readout board firmware to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The expected RICH474

performance is evaluated by means of full simulation studies carried out with the LHCb475

software stack. It is shown that excellent PID can be achieved after these mitigation476

strategies are applied.477
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